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 Abstract – Object grasping is an important step in robotic 
applications for subsequent operations, such as delivery and 
assembly. Automatic object pose estimation with monocular 
vision provides useful visual cues for grasping and makes it 
flexible. However, some of the pose factors, such as the pitch 
angle and the yaw angle, are difficult to estimate from the 
monocular vision. In this paper, a modified bilinear model [9] is 
used to separate the pitch factor and the yaw factor from the 
object image so as to estimate the particular pitch angle and yaw 
angle. The iterative singular vector decomposition (SVD) in 
bilinear model fitting imposes a great computation burden. Thus, 
a random projection algorithm [17] is used to reduce the 
dimension of the data while preserving the performance of the 
bilinear model. A weighted Euclidian distance based factor 
identification method, which discriminates the importance of the 
elements of the factor parameters, is presented to improve the 
robustness of the factor identification. Furthermore, with the 
pitch angle and the yaw angle estimated from the modified 
bilinear model, a three-step object pose estimation solution is 
proposed. Experiments are performed to verify the proposed 
pose estimation solution.    
 
 Index Terms – bilinear model, pose estimation, monocular 
vision, grasping  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Object grasping plays an essential role in robotic 
applications for subsequent operations, such as delivery and 
assembly. However, many robotic grasping tasks are limited 
to restricted environments. For instance, work-pieces in 
assembly lines are usually placed at a fixed position and 
orientation for robots to grasp. Whereas, machine vision 
systems which can detect and locate objects robustly make the 
grasping tasks flexible by allowing the objects to be placed at 
arbitrary positions.    

To estimate the pose of an object placed on the assembly 
line, lots of algorithms have been proposed. One category of 
the popular methods is based on active illuminations which 
project active pattern on the object to assist robust feature 
extraction. Early works on pose estimation by using active 
illuminations are review by Batlle et al. [1]. In recent years, 
Scharstein and Szeliski [2] presented a method to acquire 
high-complexity stereo image pairs with highly precise 
correspondence information and estimate the depth of the field 
precisely. Breitenreicher and Schnörr [3] presented a two-
stage method for detecting and registering multiple industrial 
3D objects in unstructured range images. Besides the 

structured light, the multi-flash camera provides a new way 
for pose estimation of the object [4].  One of the advantages of 
these methods is high-accuracy in pose estimation.   

Another popular category of the methods for object pose 
estimation is based on monocular vision systems. Compared 
with the active illumination based systems, monocular vision 
systems have the advantages of simple implementation, low-
cost and movable to cover large space. Haralick et al. 
addressed solutions to four different pose estimation problems 
for monocular visions [5]. Dementhon and Davis [6] 
presented a method to estimate the object pose from a single 
image by using four or more noncoplanar feature points of the 
object and their relative geometry on the object.  Ansar and 
Daniilidis [7] gave a general framework to estimate the poses 
of a limited number of n points and n lines simultaneously. 
These methods utilize feature points, object contours and 
some geometric information of the object to estimate the pose.  
Murase and Nayar [8] gave an appearance based method for 
3D object pose estimation in different illuminations.  
Appearance base methods are more robust to noises in the 
image. But it is affected by a number of coupled factors, such 
as object shape, object pose, illumination conditions and 
reflection properties. This makes the pose estimation difficult 
and inspires us to separate interested factors from the 
appearance.   

Thus, the bilinear model [9], which is first proposed by 
Tenenbaum and Freeman to separate the independent 
“content” and “style” factors of the observations in perceptual 
systems, is used in this work. After being presented, the 
bilinear model has been utilized to solve different problems in 
many fields of research, for instance, facial recognition [10, 
11], 3D facial expression recognition [12], facial expression 
synthesis [13], sparse coding of location and content in natural 
images [14], gait recognition [15], speaker adaption [16], and 
so on. But, it is the first time to use the bilinear model for pose 
estimation.  

In our work, the pitch and the yaw angle are considered 
as the independent “style factor” and “content factor”, 
respectively, and are separated using a bilinear model. The 
bilinear model is constructed using a SVD based iterative 
algorithm offline. And the pitch angle and the yaw angle are 
estimated by comparing the computed factor parameters with 
the fitted factor parameters. In order to overcome the 
dimension problem in model fitting, a random projection [17] 
is applied before model construction. Although some 
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information is lost in the dimensionality reduction process, 
experiments show that the random projection keeps the 
efficiency of the bilinear model. The elements of the fitted 
parameter vectors are stacked in a descending order according 
to their contributions to the model. Thus, a modified factor 
identification method emphasizing the important elements is 
presented.  

With the bilinear model estimating the pitch and the yaw 
angle, some machine vision techniques are used to estimate 
the other parameters of the pose. Combining the techniques 
mentioned above, a three-step solution to estimate the pose of 
the object is proposed in this paper.   

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: the 
object grasping system with monocular vision is briefly 
introduced in section II. The proposed three-step object pose 
estimation solution is outlined in section III. In section IV, the 
construction of the bilinear model for pitch and yaw angle 
estimation is presented. Experiments are presented in section 
V. Section VI gives the conclusions.   

II. MONOCULAR VISION FOR GRASPING  

Monocular vision systems provide visual cues for 
locating the object lied on conveyor belt and allow the object 
to be placed at arbitrary position. Fig. 1 shows a monocular 
vision system for robot to grasp work-pieces placed on an 
assembly line. A CCD camera mounted on the robot captures 
the work-piece placed on the conveyor belt and estimate the 
pose of the work-piece. And then, the robot grasps the work-
piece with the visual information. However, a number of 
factors, such as pose in the scene, shape of the object, 
illumination condition and reflectance properties, are coupled 
to affect the appearance of the object. Thus, it is difficult for 
the monocular vision to estimate the pose of the object. In this 
paper, we present a novel solution for object pose estimation 
with a monocular vision.   

 
Fig. 1 Illustration of robotic object grasping with a monocular vision.  

III. BILINEAR MODEL BASED SOLUTION TO OBJECT POSE 
ESTIMATION WITH MONOCULAR VISION 

The roll angle of the object pose can be ignored by 
considering that most industrial objects are symmetric. In the 
following, we will present a bilinear model based solution to 
obtain the rest five parameters of the object pose.   

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed method consists of 
three main steps:  
S.1 Estimate the translation � �,x y  of the object while 

detecting it by some computer vision algorithms, such as 
chamfer distance [18].   

S.2 Segment the object from the original image and then 
estimate its yaw angle �  and pitch angle �  by 
factorizing the object appearance into the yaw factor and 
the pitch factor with the constructed bilinear model.   

S.3 Estimate the translation z of the object center using the 
obtained pitch angle �  and the geometry information of 
the object.   

 
Fig. 2 Bilinear Model Based Solution to Object Pose Estimation. 1) A chamfer 
distance algorithm [18] is used to locate the object and estimate its position. 2) 
Then, the object is segmented from the image with some image templates; and 
the pitch angle and the yaw angle is estimated by a constructed bilinear model. 
3) Finally, translation z of the object center is estimated by using the geometry 
information and the obtained pitch angle.     

It is noted that the location method is not restricted, and 
any suitable algorithm can be used in the proposed solution. In 
our pose estimation system, the chamfer distance algorithm 
[18] is adopted for object detection. The detection algorithm is 
introduced briefly. Denote the templates of the object to be 
matched by , 1, 2, ,tI t T� � and the image to be detected is 0I . 
A series of sub-images , 1, 2, ,sI s S� �  with the same size as 

tI  are extracted from 0I  successively. Then, the object can be 
detected by computing the minimum similarity of the 
Hausdorff Distances:  

� �
,  
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where � � � � � �� �, max , , ,t s t s s tH I I h I I h I I�  and the function 

� �,h A B  is defined as � �, max min
b Ba A

h A B a b
		

� 
 .   

Since the subscript s  of sI  implies the position of the 
detected object in the original image 0I , the translations *x
and *y  can be obtained when the object is detected.   

Denote the image template and the sub-image which 
make (1) achieve its minimum by *

tI  and *
sI , respectively. 

Using *
tI , the sub-image *

sI  is segmented to gI  with its 
background wiped off (see Fig. 2).  

Then, a bilinear model, which is constructed offline with 
training data, is applied to the segmented image gI  to separate 
the yaw factor and the pitch factor of the pose. Then, the yaw 
angle *�  and the pitch angle *� are estimated by comparing 
the computed parameters with the model parameters. Details 
are described in the IV part.     

With the pitch angle obtained from the bilinear model 
and the prior geometry information of the object, the 
translation *z  of the object center can be computed.   

IV. BILINEAR MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND OBJECT POSE 
ESTIMATION 

 To estimate the object pose from a single view is difficult 
because the depth information is lost in the monocular vision 
system. What’s worse, a number of factors, such as pose in 
the scene, shape of the object, illumination condition and  
reflectance properties, is coupled to affect the appearance of 
the object. Thus, the separation of the factors, such as the 
pitch angle and the yaw angle, is useful for estimating the 
pose of the object.   

The bilinear model, proposed by Tenenbaum and 
Freeman [9], is good at separating the observations (object 
appearance) into two independent factors as so called style 
and content (Fig. 3). In this work, we are interested in 
separating the yaw angle and the pitch angle from the object 
appearance image.   

A. Bilinear Model Construction  
 In this section, the construction of the bilinear model is 
described by considering the pitch angle as a style factor and 
the yaw angle as a content factor.   

Given an image pyI  of the object located at the pose with 
the pitch angle p�  and the yaw angle y� ,  we can stack it into 

a vector pyg . In order to reduce the dimensiony of the data, 
we apply a random projection [17] to the image vector pyg :  

py py� �z R g ,                               (2) 
where R  denotes a K N�  random projection matrix and pyz
denotes the K  dimensional vector for the input image after 
dimensionality reduction. The dimension K  is appointed 
according to the application while N is the original 

dimension. The entries � �knr  of the matrix R are defined as:  

� �0,1knr N� , 1k �r .  

 
Fig. 3 Illustration of the bilinear model for a small set of axles. 20 appearance 
images of the axle with 4 different pitch angles and 5 different yaw angles are 
decomposed into pitch parameters p

ia , yaw parameters y
jb  and basis images 

ijw .  To render an object image in a particular pitch angle and a particular 

yaw angle, the basis images is linearly combined with coefficients given by 
corresponding pitch and yaw parameters.   

Then, each element py
kz  of pyz  is given by the bilinear 

model as:   

� �T

1 1

I J
py p y p y
k ijk i j k

i j
z w a b

� �

� � � � a W b ,            (3) 

where pa is the I  dimensional pitch parameter vector, yb  is 
the J  dimensional yaw parameter vector, p

ia  is the thi  
element of pa , y

jb  is the thj element of yb . kW  is a matrix 
models the interaction of the pitch and yaw factors, and ijkw  
are the elements of kW . We rewrite the aforementioned 
equation in a matrix form:  

1 1

I J
py p y

ij i j
i j

a b
� �

� z w ,                          (4) 

where 1 2[ , , , ]T
ij ij ij ijKw w w�w �  are stacked basis vectors 

(images) of dimension K . (4) shows that the object 
observation vector pyz  can be generated by mixing these basis 
vectors ijw  with the coefficients given by the pitch 

parameters p
ia  and the yaw parameters y

jb . Fig. 3 illustrates 
how the bilinear model decomposes the object appearances 
into pitch parameters p

ia  and yaw parameters y
jb , and the 

basis vectors ijw  describe their interactions.    
Suppose T poses of the specific object is observed with 

pT  pitch angles and yT  yaw angles ( p yT T T� � ). To fit the 

bilinear model is to find the yaw parameters p
ia , the pitch 

Basis images ijw  

Yaw parameters y
jb  
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parameters y
jb  and the interaction coefficients ijkw . According 

to (2), the model parameters can be obtained by minimizing 
the total square error [9]:  

� �� �2T

1 1 1

p yT T K
py p y
k k

p y k
E z

� � �

� 
 � � a W b .             (5) 

To fix this problem, we follow Tenenbaum and Freeman 
[9] to use the singular vector decomposition algorithm to 
estimate the model parameters. All the training data are firstly 
stacked into a � �p yT K T� � matrix as follows:  

111

1

y

p p y

T

T T T

� �
� �

� � �
� �
� �

z z
Z

z z

�
� � �

�

,  

111

VT

1

p

y p y

T

T T T

� �
� �

� � �
� �
� �

z z
Z

z z

�
� � �

�

,   (6) 

where the superscript VT stands for vector transpose [19], 
each element pyz  is a K dimensional vector for a particular 
object pose after dimensionality reduction. Then, the 
symmetric bilinear model is rewritten in a compact form as  

� �VTVT�Z W A B , � �VTVT �Z WB A ,             (7) 
where A is the stacked pitch angle parameter matrix whose 
size is pI T� , B is the stacked yaw angle parameter matrix 
whose size is yJ T� , and W is the stacked interaction matrix:  

1, , pT� �� � �A a a� , 1, , yT� �� � �B b b� ,
11 1

1

J

I IJ

� �
� �� � �
� �� �

w w
W

w w

�
� � �
�

 (8) 

To find the optimal model parameters, the SVD 
algorithm is applied iteratively until a convergence is 
achieved. The overall procedure of the model fitting is given 
below:  
Algorithm I.   Bilinear Model Fitting Algorithm 
(1) Decompose the matrix Z  with SVD algorithm into T�Z USV , then the 

stacked yaw parameter matrix B  is estimated by the first J  rows of 
TV .  

(2) Compute � �VTT VT�ZB W A . Apply SVD algorithm to � �VTTZB , the 

stacked pitch angle parameter matrix A is estimated by the first I  
rows of TV .  

(3) Compute � �VTVT T �Z A WB . Apply SVD algorithm to � �VTVT TZ A , the 

stacked pitch angle parameter matrix B is estimated by the first J  
rows of TV .    

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the parameter matrix A  and B  converge.  

(5) Compute the interaction matrix W  by � �� �VTVTT T�W YB A .    �  

 
Then, the bilinear model is constructed; and the pitch 
parameters  p

ia  and the yaw parameters y
jb  are fitted.   

B. Pitch and Yaw Estimation with the Bilinear Model 
 After constructing the bilinear model and fitting its 
parameters, the pitch and yaw parameters of the object in a 
given image *z  can be computed using the training model 
parameters ijkw . Denote the pseudo inverse of the matrix X  

by X � , algorithm for computing pitch parameter vector *a  
and yaw parameter vector *b  of the given image *z  is given 
as follows:   
Algorithm II.   Pitch and Yaw Parameters Estimation Algorithm 
(1) Initial yaw parameter vector *b  with the mean vector of B .  
(2) Update the pitch parameter vector *a  by computing 

� �� �VT* * *
�

� �a Wb z .  

(3) Update the yaw parameter vector *b  by computing 

� �� �VT* VT * *
�

� �b W a z .   

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the parameter vector *a  and *b  converge.   
�  

 
The particular pitch angle *�  is identified by computing 

the minimum Euclidian distance between the computed pitch 
parameter vector *a  and each training pitch parameter vector 

pa  as follows:   
*arg min  p

opt pp � 
a a ,                    (9) 

Similarly, the particular yaw angle *� is identified as follows:  
*arg min  y

opt yy � 
b b .                   (10) 
However, identifying the factors by comparing Euclidian 

distances between the computed parameters and the fitted 
parameters does not consider the fact that different elements 
account for different importance. Thus, we present a scheme 
to enhance the robustness of the factor identification by 
adjusting the weights of the parameters according to their 
importance to the appearance.    

It is noticed that the elements p
ia  and y

jb   of the model 
parameter vectors are arranged in a descending order 
according to their contributions to the pitch angle and the yaw 
angle, respectively. Furthermore, it is found out that the first 
two elements of the parameter vectors always play a critical 
role in factor identification. Thus, different weights are set to 
the elements as:  

,  1, 2  
  1,       3, ,   i

L i
u

L i i L
� ��

� � 
 � �� �
,              (11) 

where 1� �  and L  is the length of the parameter vector. 
Then, the pitch angle is identified by computing the minimum 
weighted Euclidian distance between the computed pitch 
parameters and the fitted pitch parameters as follows:   

� � � �22 *

1
arg min ,   1, 2, ,

I
p

opt p i i i p
i

p u a a p M
�

� 
 	 �     (12) 

Similarly, the yaw angle is identified as:  

� � � �22 *

1
arg min ,   1, 2, ,

J
y

opt y j j j y
j

y u b b y M
�

� 
 	 �      (13) 

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, an axle is taken as an example to illustrate 
the proposed solution and validate its efficiency. In our work, 
a database consists of 840 images of the axle has been built 
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up. The images were taken by the  704 576�  CCD camera 
mounted on the industrial robot. The axle was placed at 35 
different yaw angles �  as: 85 , 80 , ,80 ,85� � 
 � 
 � � �� . For 
each yaw angle, the axle was fixed at 24 different pitch angles 
as follows: 0 ,5 ,7.5 ,10 , ,57.5 ,60� � � � � � � �� .   

We clipped a 240 240�  sub-image, which contained the 
axle located at the center position, from each original image. 
Then, the axle was segmented from the background manually.   

A. Performance of Bilinear Model with Random Projection   
The key skill used in the bilinear model fitting is singular 

vector decomposition (SVD) which suffers computation cost 
when the dimension of the data is large (e.g. be of dimension 
5000). Thus, the dimension of data is reduced by using a 
random projection algorithm.  To evaluate the validity of this 
dimensionality reduction, an experiment is done.  

First, 195 images are taken from the data base with 15 
pitch angles as 10 ,12.5 , , 45� � � � ��  and 13 yaw angles as 

30 , 25 , , 25 ,30� � 
 � 
 � � �� .  All the images are cropped to the 
size of 24 24� . 105 images ( 10 ,12.5 , , 45� � � � ��  and  

30 , 20 , , 20 ,30� � 
 � 
 � � �� ) are taken for training while the 
rest 90 images for testing.     

Two copies of the images are used in the experiment. 
One is for the bilinear model without random projection; the 
other is for the bilinear model with the dimension reducing to 
128. Fig. 4 shows the performance comparison between the 
two methods.    

 
Fig. 4 Performances of the bilinear model with and without random 
projection.(a) shows the time cost of the model fitting with random projection 
(the right one) is only one third of that without random projection (the left 
one). (b) shows that compared with the original model (the left column), the 
model with random projection (the right column) has a near performance in 
pitch angle estimation.   

In this comparative experiment, the fitting time of the 
model with random projection is only one third of that without 
dimensionality reduction. The yaw angles are identified with 
the same accuracy after dimensionality reduction; and the 
model with random projection has nearly the same 
performance as the original one in pitch identification (Fig. 4 
(b)).   

Therefore, the random projection keeps the performance 
of the bilinear model while reducing the dimension of the data 
and the computation time.  

B. Estimation Performance of Pitch Angle and Yaw angle   
Among the 840 images, 432 images (with 18 yaw angles 

who are 10 degrees apart and 24 pitch angles for each yaw 

angle) are chosen for model fitting, while the others are used 
for testing.   

The images for model fitting are with yaw angles as 
85 , 75 , ,75 ,85� � 
 � 
 � � ��  and with the pitch angles as 

0 ,5 ,7.5 ,10 , ,57.5 ,60� � � � � � � ��  .  
The images for pose estimation testing are with the yaw 

angles as 80 , 70 , ,70 ,80� � 
 � 
 � � ��  and with the pitch angles 
as  0 ,5 ,7.5 ,10 , ,57.5 ,60� � � � � � � �� .    

Training the chosen data through algorithm I, the yaw 
parameter vectors yb , 1, 2, ,18y � � ,  the pitch parameter 
vectors pa , 1, 2, , 24p � �   and the interaction matrix W  are 
obtained.   

For each testing image in the data base, we compute its 
pitch parameter vector *a  and yaw parameter vector *b using 
algorithm II. Then, the pitch angle and the yaw angle are 
identified with the propose scheme. Fig. 5 shows the 
performance of the angle identification by using bilinear 
model.  

 
Fig. 5 Performances of pitch and yaw angle estimation by using bilinear 
model. (a) shows the estimation performance of the pitch angle. The left 
column is the performance of angle estimation for angles which are less than 
20 degree; and the right one is for angles which are larger than 20 degrees. (b) 
shows the estimation performance of the yaw angle. It can be seen that nearly 
all the angles estimated are within the 5 degrees.  

The pitch angles, which are used for model fitting, are 
with 2.5 degrees apart. Experiments show that the pitch 
estimation is much more accurate when it is larger than 20 
degree. The reason is that the model parameter estimation is 
sometimes trapped into a local minimum instead of the global 
minimum when the pitch angle is less than 20 degree.   

The yaw angles for model fitting are 10 degrees apart 
from each other. It is noticed that the yaw angles of the testing 
images are not in the training set but in the interpolation 
positions of the training yaw angles. Thus, the accuracy of the 
yaw angle estimation is 5 degrees. Experiment show that 
nearly all the testing images get the accurate yaw angle.   

C. Object Grasping by Using the Proposed Solution    
The proposed pose estimation solution is tested on the 

robotic axle grasping task. A monocular vision guiding axle-
bearing assembly system is built in our lab.  

Considering the characteristics of the axle, a Hough 
transform [20] is used to find the coarse yaw angle y�  first.  
Then 5 templates with different pitch angles at the y� angle are 
taken from the axle image data base.  The chamfer distance is 
used to detect the axle in the captured image with the chosen 

(a) (b) 

(a)  Pitch angle estimation (b) Yaw angle estimation 
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templates. After the axle is detected, a sub-image *
sI  

containing the axle is clipped from the original image.    
Although the fitted template implies the coarse pitch 

angle p�  and yaw angle y� , they have to be re-estimated 
further using the bilinear model. 15 templates py

tI   are taken 
from the data base for segmentation. The templates are as 
follows: py

tI , where 2, 1, , 1, 2p p p p p p� 
 
 � �� � � � � , 
1, , 1y y y y� 
 �� � � � . The segmentation is as:   

� � � �, ,      ( , ) 255
,

255,            ( , ) 255

py
py s t

seg py
t

I u v I u v
I u v

I u v
� ��� �

���
,            (14) 

For each segmented image py
segI , we separate it into the pitch 

factor and the yaw factor, and find the corresponding pitch 
and yaw parameters by the propose method.  The 
corresponding pitch and yaw parameters with the minimum 
weighted Euclidian distance are chosen to estimate the pitch 
angle and the yaw angle.   

Finally, the height of the object center from the conveyer 
belt can be computed by using the estimated pitch angle and 
the geometry information of the axle.  

Fig. 6 shows the experiment that the robot grasps the axle 
using the proposed pose estimation solution.  

 
Fig. 6 Performance of pitch and yaw angle estimation by using bilinear model. 
(a) the image of the axle is captured by the CCD camera; and the pose of the 
axle is estimated by the proposed solution. (b) and (c) shows  the axle 
grasping process.  

D. Discussion    
It should be pointed out that although bilinear model is 

used for separating the pitch and the yaw angle in this work, it 
is also suitable for separating any two independent factor of 
the object observation, e.g. the translations on the plane.  

One of the advantages of this factor separation method is 
that the geometry model of the object is unknown. Thus, it can 
be used for pose estimation of other object.  

The angle intervals of the pitch angle and the yaw angle 
in the experiment are both 5 degree, but more experiments 
will be done in a more detailed on in our future work and the 
maximal bias of the method will be examined.     

VI. CONCLUSION  

 In the paper, a bilinear model, which separates the pitch 
factor and the yaw factor from the object appearance, is used 
to estimate the pitch and the yaw angles. In order to tackle the 
computation in model fitting, a random projection is applied 
to the data while preserving its efficiency. To improve the 
robustness of the factor identification, a weighted Euclidian 

distance based method is proposed. Based on the bilinear 
model for estimating the pitch and yaw angle, a three-step 
object pose estimation solution is given. Experiments show 
the validity of the proposed pose estimation solution.    
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